
 

 

Dude (Original Version) 
This is raw progressive house music. The absolutely tantalizing hook draws you in and cannot help but get you 
boogeying. Then the icing on the cake is the mystifying vocal sample in the breakdown, it just has that edgy kind of 
vibe and Vasili has got the lo-fi just right so it is not quite possible to understand. Perfect! 
 

Dude (Tuomas Rantanen Remix) 
As usual Tuomas looks at things in a different way from the others and comes 
out with searching piece of tech that leaves the listener both wanting more but 
also wondering “what was that?”. Giant’s footsteps of beats thunder through a 
squadron of swirls, squeaks and squelches, all set to the chorus of cavernous 
reverbs. 
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Dude is the next instalment from Vasili  Carlson in the 
build-up to his forthcoming album which due out on City 
Wall later this year. Remixes from Ross Harper and 
Tuomas Rantanen make this a neat little single. Dude has 
that “something special” edge that will grab you, the 
combination of the driving, searching hook and the 
unique vocal sample give the track real character. Vasili 
says the inspiration derives from a book about DNA and 
human instinct, he got a friend to read some verses from 
the book and then applied some heavy processing to 
come up with the crazy talk in the breakdown, quality! 
Vas is one of those characters who is literally always 
making new music, unfinished projects scatter his hard 
drives like road kill! Also watch out for his work under 
the name of KODEN? (intentional question mark) 
whereby you’ll hear a bit more of a hardware sound.  
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Dude (Ross Harper Remix) 
This ones a real marcher of a beat, and when coupled up with the driving progressive elements of Vasili  Carlson’s 
original the result is an intense journey truly into the eye of the storm. And indeed it is in the breakdown that a new 
uplifting trancey riff appears and literally lifts everything off to the next level. 
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